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Recording traditional American barns in their classic regional styles, a photographic tour highlights

such types as Vermont red barns, round Shaker barns, Kentucky horse barns, and the rustic barns

of the Plains.
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If you're tired of the suburban sameness that characterizes so much of the American landscape

today, you'll find a walk through American Barns: A Pictorial History well worth the trip. This

handsome coffee-table book not only presents barns as the ideal meeting of form and function, but

also explores their distinct regional styles--from corncribs to hay barns to dairy barns to horse barns.

Ninety-three color photographs accompanied by straightforward but informative text present a vision

of rural America that can be, well, frustratingly hard to find--especially for those of us used to

traveling by interstate, shopping at the mall, or living in cities or developments far removed from

rural America. Here are the New England connecting barns, the Connecticut fieldstone barns, the

round Shaker barns, the classic Vermont-red barns, the Southern tobacco barns, the Appalachian

log barns, and the slope-roofed prairie barns. Seeing them all in one volume is enough to make you

crave a slice of apple pie. --Kimberly Brown

Those who love barns regard them as works of art -- perfect harmonies of form and function. But

these structures also stand as reminders of American history and emblems of a country that values



hard work, individualism, and community spirit.This volume explores the history, architectural

evolution, regional styles, and artistry of these rural landmarks.A vivid text and 93 full-color

photographs capture the simple beauty of an abundant variety of barns across the country,

including: -- New England connecting barns-- Round Shaker barns-- Pennsylvania Dutch

structures-- Appalachian log barns-- Southern tobacco barnsDramatic details highlight original

timbers, roof shapes, and rafters whose interlocking networks have the presence of a cathedral.

Here is a captivating portfolio that portrays the soul of the American farm. --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Very good

I was hoping to get a book that would have pics of barns that I could use in painting scenes. I didn't

find much of anything I could use. Is fine if you just want a barns picture book.

Great book.

Wonderful pictures...very well organized, a little more on the 'stories' would've been great, but

understand not everyone is a 'story' person like I am (-: book arrived on time and in condition

described.

I build custom barns in Texas and this book is a great reference to add to my collection to show

clients the different types of barns that can be built

Exactly what I was looking for. Couldn't find it in book stores.

This is an old book and not as illustrated as I would expect. Good historical data but if you are

looking for lots of pictures of great barns this is not your book.

Great book
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